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Abstract— Standard cell library is intended to have all the digital cells (Most commonly used digital building blocks). Each 
cell will have different views like Layout, Schematic, Symbol, Verilog, Netlist etc. The scope of this project is to do the 
functionality verification of Verilog and Netlist. In this project the functionality verification of Verilog and HspiceNetlist by 
using mixed signal simulation tool COSIM is done. 
COSIM is basically a mixed signal simulation tool, where analog and digital simulation can be done in one go. The output of 
COSIM i.e., Netlist simulated and Verilog simulated graphical output will be compared and then result will be thrown out as 
PASS or FAIL.This flow is made as a generic tool using PERL so that it can be used to do the functionality verification of 
Verilog and Netlist of all the cells in a library and is independent of technology. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Standard cell libraries contain primitive cells required 
for digital design However, more complex cells that 
have been specially optimized is included. The main 
purpose of the CAD tools is to implement RTL-to-
GDS flow. The input to the design process, in most 
cases, is the circuit description at the Register 
Transfer Level (RTL). The final output from the 
design process is the full chip layout, mostly in the 
GDSII format to produce a functionally correct 
design that meets all the specifications and 
constraints, requires a combination of different tools 
in the design flows These tools require specific 
information in different formats for each of the cells 
in the standard cell library provided to them for the 
design. 
 
Standard cell library is intended to have all the digital 
cells (Most commonly used digital building blocks). 
Each cell will have different views like Layout, 
Schematic, Symbol, Verilog, Netlist etc. 
 
Verilog is a Hardware Description Language (HDL) 
used to model electronic systems. It is most 
commonly used in the design and verification 
of digital circuits at the register-transfer 
level of abstraction. It is used in the verification 
of analog circuits and mixed-signal circuits. 
 
The scope of this project is to do the functionality 
verification of Verilog and Netlist. In this project the 
functionality verification of Verilog and 
HspiceNetlist is done by using mixed signal 
simulation tool COSIM. 
 
COSIM is basically a mixed signal simulation tool, 
where analog and digital simulation can be done in 
one go. The output of COSIM that is analog output at 
HSIM simulation output and digital simulation output 
will be compared and then result will be thrown out 
as PASS or FAIL report. 

Making this flow as a generic tool using PERL so that 
it can be used to do the functionality verification of 
Verilog and Netlist of all the cells in a library and 
independent of technology and the block diagram is 
as shown in Fig. 1. 
 

 
Fig.1. COSIM Simulation Flow 

  
Analog input is given to Hspicenetlist and simulated. 
A/D converts analog input to digital. Digital input is 
given to verilog and simulated. Thus analog 
simulated output and digital simulated output is 
compared and result is thrown out as pass or fail. 

 
II. DETAILS EXPERIMENTAL  
 
2.1. COSIM Simulation 
COSIM is mixed signal simulation tool where analog 
and digital simulations can be done in one go, where 
Stimulus for Netlist simulation and Verilog code 
simulation is given through HSIM deck. COSIM flow 
is as shown in Fig. 1. 
 
Requirement for the COSIM Simulation  

 HSIM deck 
 COSIM Configuration file 
 files_cosim.f file 
 Precompile file 
 Run file 

 
An HSIM Simulation Deck includes a physical 
description of a circuit and the conditions under 
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which to simulate the circuit. COSIM Configuration 
file is an input file for COSIM Simulation flow, 
which contains HSIM deck, VPI driver and Verilog 
file.files_cosim.f contains all digital files to be 
compiled. Precompile file contains precompile 
command and run file contains run command. 
 
2.2. Procedure to run COSIM simulation 

1. Create a configuration file such as cosim.cfg 
for co-simulation containing the following 
commands: 
 

 set_args: Used with HSIM command line 
options including the SPICE netlist to run 
HSIM. 

 vpi_driver: Select the Mentor vsim/questapli 
driver 

 digital_cell or digital_cell_inst: Specifies the 
Verilog instances in the SPICE netlist. 

 Verilog_file: Specifies the Verilog file 
containing the Verilog module definitions. 
 

2. Run HSIM with the configuration file. HSIM 
stops simulation after generating Cosim.v as 
shown in the following example: 
 

 Run ‘HSIM –local –
cscfgcosim.cfgcircuit_testbench.sp’ 
command. 

 cosim.v is generated, Then Step 2 can be 
skipped in future co-simulation runs if 
analog/digital partitioning and the Verilog 
port analog/digital interface definitions 
remain unchanged. 
 

3. Compile all digital files needed. Include all 
Verilog files necessary for COSIM simulation. 
 

4. Run COSIM by executing % vsim -pli 
libvpihsim.so +nsda+cosim.cfg -do batch.do -l 
vsimhsim.log top command. 

 
Graphical output (.fsdb or .wdf) file, log file, 
measurement output file is generated as result of 
execution of run command. 
 
2.3. PERL Script to automate COSIM 
COSIM simulation is automated using a PERL 
scripting language. PERL script is written in function 
format to automate COSIM flow. 
 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
3.1. Output Generated from PERL script 
COSIM output for a 3 input NOR gate is as shown in 
Fig.2. And pass or fail report for a 3 input is as shown 
in Fig.3. 
Both is generated from a Perl script written to 
automate COSIM flow. 

 

 
Fig.2. COSIM output file for 3 input NOR gate 

 

 
Fig.3. Pass or fail report for 3 input NOR gate 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Functionality Verification is a part of Development of 
Standard cell Library to prove that two 
representations that is Netlist and Verilog code of a 
circuit design exhibit exactly the same behaviour. 
 
Industry standard tools are available for Functionality 
Verification. It has more features that are not needed 
for functionality verification of standard cell library. 
Industry standard tools are expensive to make use of 
licenses for the standard cell library purpose, and 
hence a flow is integrated with COSIM for the 
functionality verification of standard cell library. 
 
Local tool is developed in PERL language for the 
purpose of functionality verification of standard cell 
library.  
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